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Presentation Notes
This is an invited talk given in the Focused Symposia on Materials, Technologies, and Drivetrain Machines for Electric Propulsion Transportation, Symposium VII: Wires and Cables of the International Cryogenic Materials Conference, held from 9–13 July 2017 at Monona Terrace Community and Convention Centre, Madison, Wisconsin, USA.It discusses the characterisation of high-temperature superconductor (HTS) wires under targeted application conditions, and the selection of wires for electric propulsion applications.
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The range of applications of HTS is particularly broad, and in contrast to LTS, it spans the entire operating parameter range, from low temperature high field applications such as fusion all the way to 77 K zero (applied) field applications such as power cables. For this reason, particular “targeted” operating regimes have historically been identified, and wires developed for these targets. In terms of characterisation, the adoption of these targeted regimes is equally as important.In addition to applications of direct relevance to electric propulsion – motors/generators, transformers, and the ac power cables incorporated into these devices – I also touch on a couple of less directly relevant applications that nonetheless in terms of wire characterisation have valuable insights to offer.
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Critical current measurement system 
 Fully automated Ic(T,B,ϑ) measurement: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 8 T HTS (cryocooled) magnet. 
 Closed-cycle cryocooled helium gas circulation  

system to cool the sample and current leads. 
 

 100 full IV curve measurements per hour with 
automated analysis and Ic determination. 

 
 Typically ∼48 hour sample characterisation  

– 4800 discrete Ic data points. 

0.1 A ≤ Ic ≤ 1000 A 
12.5 K ≤ T 

B ≤ 8 T 
−360° ≤ ϑ ≤ 360° 

Strickland, Hoffmann, Wimbush, 
Rev. Sci. Instr. 85 (2014) 113907. 
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All of the measurements shown were acquired on our bespoke in-house critical current characterisation system, which combines two features to offer a unique characterisation capability for HTS wires. i) A transport current capability of 1 kA, enabling the measurement of full wires over much of the operating range, at temperatures down to 12 K and fields up to 8 T (supplied incidentally by a cryocooled HTS magnet). Within this environment, the sample can be rotated through a full revolution providing a measurement of its anisotropic characteristics. ii) Automation of the measurement enabling the acquisition of around 100 full IV-curve characteristics per hour, with automated analysis to extract Ic. Typically, we might run a sample for a couple of days, acquiring a dataset comprising around 5000 discrete Ic data points.
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What do Ic(B) plots tell us? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Ic(Bǁc) measurements on 1G BSCCO wires are informative 

and meaningful because they accurately represent the 
minimum Ic value of the wire under a given set of T,B 
operating conditions. 

Sumitomo Type H DI-BSCCO® Wire 

Source: Sumitomo (http://global-sei.com/super/hts_e/type_h.html). 

Bǁc 
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Here’s an example of a resulting data set, for the case of a 1G BSCCO wire. On the left, the manufacturer datasheet for the wire in terms of field-dependent Ic plots at different temperatures, and on the right a snapshot of our data showing full angle dependences of Ic across the range of temperatures for a particular applied field. Of course, we acquire similar data at multiple field values. It should be noted that the manufacturer data for this wire is far more comprehensive than is typically available for 2G wires.Here I make the first central argument of my talk, which is that field-dependent Ic data such as this is useful for 1G wire because, as we see on the right, it accurately represents the minimum Ic value of the wire under a given set of T,B operating conditions. As we go through the talk, we will see examples of where this is not the case, and how the consequent reliance on field-dependent Ic data can mislead us.
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Fusion reactors 
 
 
 Extrapolations of available data sets to higher fields and lower temperatures. 
 Reliability achieved through modelling high density of data in accessible regime. 
 Accuracy of extrapolated results to be verified by additional targeted measurements. 

Modelling of  
existing data 

Extrapolation to higher B 

Jeroen van Nugteren, PhD Thesis,  
University of Twente (2016). 

Modelling of  
existing data 

Extrapolation to higher B 
Angle dependences also extrapolated in B 

Different curves are for 2G wires 
from different manufacturers 
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The most exotic application I will mention is the fusion reactor. This is some work done by Tokamak Energy in the UK, who aim to build an HTS fusion reactor, and it serves to demonstrate the utility of the data beyond our measurement limitations. As I said, this application demands high fields, typically in excess of 20 T, but our measurement system is limited to 8 T. Nonetheless, due to the high density of data available at low fields, Tokamak Energy saw the opportunity through modelling that data using a model presented in van Nugteren’s PhD thesis from CERN to extrapolate the resulting model to the fields of interest, as shown. Importantly, not only the field dependences but also the angle dependent data can be extrapolated in this way. The next step is to verify the accuracy of these extrapolations through additional targeted measurements at the fields of interest.
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Public HTS wire critical current database 
As high temperature superconducting technologies edge closer and closer to industrial breakthrough, the 
need for detailed wire critical current characterisation becomes greater and greater. 

http://www.victoria.ac.nz/robinson/hts-wire-database 

Wimbush and Strickland, IEEE Trans. 
Appl. Supercond. 27 (2017) 8000105. 
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The data Tokamak Energy used was obtained from our recently-released public database of HTS wire Ic data, freely available on the figshare website. Here we aim to release our internal characterisation datasets of commercially-available HTS wires in order to highlight the importance and the benefits of working with actual, detailed wire data. All data from the underlying IV curves to graphical images of the resulting Ic dependences is available for direct download.
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Transformers 
 Design of a 6.4 MVA single phase HTS traction transformer as a drop-in replacement 

for the 3 MVA conventional transformer in the CRH high-speed train. 
 Accurate ac loss modelling in the liquid nitrogen (65 K – 77 K) regime. 
Models based on real data for perpendicular fields significantly below 1 T. 

AMSC Amperium® Type 8700 Wire 
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Moving to the applications of direct relevant to electric propulsion, building on our successful 1 MVA HTS transformer design and build, we are now initiating a project together with Beijing Jiaotong University to design a 6 MVA traction transformer for use in the Chinese high-speed trains. Our contribution to the project at this stage involves the modelling of ac loss in the liquid nitrogen regime (including the subcooled regime down to 65 K) and we’re basing our models on real data of the wires in question, in this case from American Superconductor. On the left is our field-dependent Ic data, and you can see the need for detailed measurements if accurate models are to be obtained in the field range around 0.1 T. Important to emphasise that underlying each of these data points is a full angular dependence, as shown on the right at 65 K, and here we again see a similar behaviour to the 1G wire, with the perpendicular field data point accurately representing the minimum Ic value across the curve.
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Hybrid coils for reducing ac loss 
 AC loss modelling of hybrid coils targeting ac machines such as motors / generators. 
 Primarily the radial field component in the end turns determines the coil Ic. 
 AC loss determined by ratio of operating current to Ic. 

Jiang et al., Supercond. Sci. 
Technol. 29 (2016) 095011. 

REBCO ac loss ∝ 𝐼𝐼
𝐼𝐼𝑐𝑐

3−4
 

BSCCO ac loss ∝ 𝐼𝐼
𝐼𝐼𝑐𝑐

2−3
 

SuperPower® SCS4050 Advanced Pinning M3 Wire 

Ic
perp / Ic

min > 1.5 

Centre windings 
End 

windings 
End 

windings 

±30° 
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Let’s turn to an example where that’s not the case. Here we have some work we’re doing together with Kyoto University looking at the use of hybrid coils in ac machines to minimise ac loss. The result of this work was to conclude through finite element calculation of the field across the coil pack that it was primarily the radial field component in the end turns of the pack that determined the overall coil Ic. From this result, it was possible to deduce a cost-performance benefit to constructing the end coils from 2G wire while maintaining 1G wire in the central windings since the increased Ic reduced the ac loss despite the higher loss index associated with the 2G material. We now want to extend the modelling to a full ac loss calculation, and to this end we characterised the actual wire used in construction of the coils, in this case a SuperPower wire.Here we see a drastically different behaviour, with two important characteristics to note: i) using the perpendicular field Ic as an estimate of the minimum Ic in this case significantly overestimates the true value, by more than 50%. ii) A small deviation in field angle from the parallel orientation of maximum Ic suffices to take us all the way to the true minimum Ic of the wire. Consequently, it is important that we abandon naïve decompositions of the magnetic field into parallel and perpendicular components where the anisotropy of the wire does not follow a simple geometric behaviour. Instead, we must start using the true performance of the wire at the actual angle of the field.
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Flux pumps 
 Flux pumps can be used as an efficient (contactless) power source for HTS rotating machines. 
 The “dynamic resistance” of the flux pump determines the maximum current pumped into the coil. 
Want to move from experimental determination of dynamic loss to a prediction based on wire properties. 

SuperPower® SCS4050 Advanced Pinning M3 Wire 

Bumby et al., IEEE Trans. Appl.  
Supercond. 26 (2016) 0500505. 

Ic
perp / Ic

min > 1.7 
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A further example, again on SuperPower wire, this time used for the construction of the stator winding in our demonstration flux pump exciter for HTS rotating machines. Here we understand that it is the “dynamic resistance” of the flux pump that determines the maximum current pumped into the coil, and we would like to move from the purely experimental determination of dynamic loss to a prediction based on the properties of the wire.To this end, we characterised the actual wire used in our device to allow comparisons of the model with the experiment, and in collaboration with colleagues at the University of Cambridge, we are now developing the model. Again we see the strong overestimate of the true minimum Ic that is obtained by taking the perpendicular field value, in this case over 70%, and here also we see an asymmetry in the curve about the in-plane direction that has implications for the optimal winding direction of coils to make full use of the wire capability. Due to the 360° nature of the fields experienced by the wire in the flux pump, we also characterised the wire about a full revolution, but saw no significant asymmetry between half-revolutions in this case.
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Motors / generators 
 Design and construction of a 10 kW HTS generator as a precursor to a 12 MW wind 

power generator. 
Existing design Refined data 

Design 
parameters 

Rotational speed 300 rpm 
Operating temperature 30 K 

Insulation thickness of coil layers 1 mm 
Width of coil bobbin 25 mm 

HTS coil 

Total width of HTS coil 95.53 mm 68.53 mm 
Effective length of HTS coil 170 mm 200 mm 
Turns of HTS coil/layer/pole 235 145 

Operating current 91 A 336 A 
Current margin 60% of Ic 

Number of poles  6 
Number of HTS coil layers/pole 4 2 

Total length of HTS wire required 3 km 1 km 

Results 

Inductance 0.15 H 0.02 H 
Total diameter 453.3 mm 183.5 mm 

Frequency 15 Hz 
Maximum magnetic field 2.2 T 5.8 T 

Perpendicular magnetic field 1.1 T 2 T 

Courtesy of Hae-Jin Sung, Center for Advanced Power Technology Applications 

H.-J. Sung et al., IEEE Trans. Appl.  
Supercond. 27 (2017) 5202305. 

Wire selection can greatly influence the 
design parameters of an HTS machine. 
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Finally, as an example of the potential rewards for careful wire selection in machine design, we undertook an exercise looking at the design of the HTS generator constructed by our colleagues at Changwon National University incorporating our flux pump exciter. Starting from the design parameters of the existing design, we looked across the range of real wire performance available at the relevant operating temperature of 30 K, and were able to identify a candidate wire offering a significantly higher operating current under these conditions. By operating at a higher current, we are able to greatly reduce the amount of wire required while maintaining, or in this case even enhancing, the field produced, and in this way we can reduce the overall cost of the machine.The point of this exercise was simply to evidence that careful wire selection can greatly influence the design parameters of an HTS machine, recognising that not all wires are equal.
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Common understanding of the situation for 2G wires 
Where flux pinning in 2G REBCO wires is dominated by 

random pinning or planar defects then we broadly expect a 
similar form of Ic(ϑ) to that in the case of BSCCO wires – a 
strong ab peak leading to a close-to-minimum value for Bǁc. 
 In this case, Ic(Bǁc) data remains meaningful, with only a 

small (∼20%) margin of error being introduced by the fact 
that the Bǁc data point is not the true minimum. 
 This is commonly the case for AMSC and Fujikura wires. 

AMSC Amperium® 2G Wire 

Bǁc 
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I now turn from specific example applications to a discussion of the underlying flux pinning properties of the wires. In the 2G materials, it is to be expected that where the flux pinning is dominated by either random pinning or planar defects, then we expect to observe a behaviour similar to that seen in 1G, that is to say a strong ab-plane peak in Ic dropping to a close-to-minimum value for fields applied perpendicular to the wire. So long as this behaviour holds, then our field-dependent Ic data remains a useful estimate of wire performance. This is the behaviour we’re seeing most often in wires from American Superconductor and Fujikura.



 Nowadays, it is increasingly common for wire manufacturers to seek to introduce correlated pinning 
centres to push up Ic(Bǁc) with the aim of increasing the minimum Ic overall. 
 The archetypal method of generating such defects is via ion irradiation to produce damage tracks in the 

superconductor (now being investigated for production). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 This Bǁc value, taken as the minimum Ic, overestimates the true value by a factor 2 (40 K) or 5 (65 K). 
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Isotropic wires? 

AMSC 2G wire insert irradiated with 185 MeV gold ions ǁc 

T = 40 K 

μ0H = 5 T 

Bǁc B⊥c 
40 K 

65 K 

Bǁc 
B⊥c 

Strickland and Wimbush, IEEE Trans. 
Appl. Supercond. 27 (2017) 8000505. 

Ic
min 
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However, many wire manufacturers are now introducing correlated pinning centres into their wires with the aim of enhancing the perpendicular field Ic that is so often being used as the metric for overall wire performance. The archetypal method of producing such pinning centres is via ion irradiation, and here we show the results of irradiating an American Superconductor wire insert with gold ions perpendicular to the wire. At first glance of the field-dependent data it is tempting to believe that an almost isotropic wire performance has been achieved, but in fact looking at the angle dependence it is apparent that nothing could be further from the truth. The minimum Ic has barely been affected while a gigantic c-axis peak has been introduced. Taking this value as an estimate of the minimum Ic drastically overestimates the true value, and the effect becomes worse to higher temperatures, exactly the regime of particular relevance to the electric propulsion applications we were looking at. Taking the true minimum Ic value as a function of field provides the only meaningful field-dependent characterisation of the performance of this wire. It is the only reliable basis for device design where the full geometry-dependent Ic cannot be taken into account, and it is the only meaningful metric for a true evaluation of pinning enhancement.



 Actual production wires from many manufacturers (most notably SuperPower “Advanced Pinning” 
formulation) now incorporate artificial columnar pinning centres (e.g. BaZrO3) that have a similar effect. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Ic(Bǁc) again overestimates Ic
min by a factor 2 under these conditions. 

 This effect is strongest to higher temperatures. 
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Comparison with real wires 

SuperPower® SCS4050-AP Wire, as received 

T = 70 K 
μ0H = 2 T 

Bǁc B⊥c 

±10° 
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And it is not only in these artificially-modified wires that these effects are prevalent, but of course this is exactly the behaviour we have been seeing in the real wires we have analysed, where those wires incorporate artificial columnar pinning centres.
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Benefits of utilising a full Ic dataset 
 There are benefits of utilising a full Ic(T,B,ϑ) dataset in preference to a minimum Ic value. 
 At the present time, the cost of wire is most often cited as the greatest impediment to the uptake of HTS 

technologies. 
 Finite-element modelling incorporating the full Ic(T,B,ϑ) datasets described here can lead to significant 

reductions in the amount of wire required for a robust, cost-effective design. 

Flux lines indicate field angle. Colour map shows field magnitude. Properties are combined to show 
tape current as a percentage of Ic. 

220 A, 20 K 

ϑ B Ic 
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In closing, I would like to indicate some of the benefits to be obtained from using a complete wire dataset in preference to just a minimum Ic value (the determination of which anyway requires the acquisition of the full dataset). The method by which this is done is during the modelling of the device where a coil design carries a particular current required to generate the desired field. This field is then evaluated in terms of both direction (shown by the field lines on the left plot) and magnitude (shown by the colour map on the central plot). Using a look-up table of wire performance data, these two quantities are combined to give the actual wire Ic utilisation (percentage of Ic) at a given operating temperature, plotted as a colour map on the right plot. Typically, the critical point of highest Ic utilisation will be found not at the worst field angle nor at the largest field magnitude, but at some intermediate point where the two contrive to yield the worst wire performance. This is typically found at a central point on an end turn.
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Benefits of utilising a full dataset 
 Case study: 1.5 T HTS MRI design. 

 
 Original design specification was for 20 K  

operation at a worst-case utilisation of 76% of Ic. 
 
 Using refined characterisation of the same wire,  

we were able to indicate safe operation at 24 K  
with approximately the same Ic utilisation. 
 
 

 In this case, detailed characterisation enabled  
device operation at a significantly higher  
temperature. 

 
 Equally, at design time, a lesser amount of wire  

could have been specified for 20 K operation. 
 

 Consider the benefit over an Ic
min-based design! 
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Using this technique, we can demonstrate the benefits of utilising a full wire performance dataset through a case study on our 1.5 T HTS MRI. This was constructed a number of years ago, before we had access to this characterisation capability. Nonetheless, we made an effort to acquire a wire performance dataset, shown at the top, and modelled the operation of the system at 20 K using this data, with an Ic utilisation of 76%. Some time later, we went back and re-measured a piece of the wire used for construction, obtaining the refined dataset shown below, for a range of temperatures in the vicinity of the original 20 K. We then remodelled the system using this refined data, and discovered that we could safely operate at 24 K with roughly the same Ic utilisation as the original design. This is a 20% increase in absolute operating temperature, which at design time could have translated into a corresponding reduction in the amount of wire required.As a final note, consider the benefit of this approach over a minimum Ic based design by observing that the minimum Ic in the refined dataset is significantly (~30%) lower than that in the original dataset in spite of the actual device performance being equivalent due to optimal usage of the overall wire capability.
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Conclusion 
 Detailed wire characterisation covering the full Ic(T,B,ϑ) parameter space is urgently and routinely 

required if efficient machines and devices are to be constructed using 2G wire. 
 

 Datasets acquired by the Robinson Research Institute are freely available to download from 
our public wire database located at http://www.victoria.ac.nz/robinson/hts-wire-database. 

 
 Selection of 2G wire based on partial information is unlikely to be meaningful. 

 
 Reliance on Ic(B) curves for pinning-enhanced 2G wires is similarly misleading, unless those are true 

Ic
min(B) curves, which anyway require full Ic(B,ϑ) acquisition. 

 
 Careful use of this data can greatly increase the efficiency of 2G device designs. 
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In conclusion, I have argued that detailed wire characterisation across the T,B,θ operating parameter space is required for efficient device design using 2G wire. Our public database of commercial 2G wire data enables you to investigate the advantages that the availability of such data might bring your own projects. The selection of 2G wire based on limited information (particularly 77 K perpendicular field data) is unlikely to be meaningful unless those are your actual operating conditions, and the reliance on field-dependent Ic curves for pinning-enhanced 2G wires is similarly misleading unless those are true minimum Ic field dependences, which anyway require complete wire characterisation. Finally, in the event that a full wire characterisation is available, the careful use of the full dataset can greatly increase the efficiency of 2G device designs over the minimum Ic approach.

http://www.victoria.ac.nz/robinson/hts-wire-database
http://www.victoria.ac.nz/robinson/hts-wire-database
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